
 

Feedback: KZN PHSDSBC Chamber meeting held on 27 

August 2020 
 

Rationalization of Charles James Hospital and Don McKenzie Hospital 

The employer circulated a memorandum for the purpose of providing Labour with information, 

rationale and a request for participation in the proposed closure of Don McKenzie and Charles James 

MDR TB Hospitals. Chamber agreed to establish a task team to facilitate the rationalization process. 

 

Merger of St Aidans Hospital with King Edward Vlll Hospital 

The employer indicated that it had received the names of labour’s task team representatives and a 

meeting on 1 September 2020 would be convened. 

 

Closure of Regional Laundry Durban and Coastal 

The report from the inspection in loco, which involved labour, was circulated. This report will be 

included in the terms of reference for the task team to be established to oversee this process. 

 

Reappointment of Staff after Resignation 

The employer agreed to withdraw the circular which stipulated a waiting period between resignation 

and reappointment. 

 

Workplace Risk Assessment and Compliance with OHS 

The Department of Health reported that by the next chamber meeting, to be held in October, all new 

vehicles will be fitted with tracking devices. The Department of Social Development reported that a 

contract was awarded for all trackers to be fitted, implementation date 1 April 2021. 

 

Career Pathing of Lower Categories in Nursing (ENA and EN) to Professional Nurse.  

It was agreed that a multi-lateral meeting would be held to discuss the policy/document on the 

Recognition of Prior Learning. 

 

Absorption of Post-Community Service  

All post COMSERV nurses had been appointed on a contract basis for COVID-19. When posts 

become available these professional nurses will be appointed permanently. No post should be 

advertised to facilitate this process.  

 

Directions in Terms of Regulations made under the Disaster Management Act  

FOR PSA MEMBERS:  KWAZULU-NATAL (DURBAN) DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH  
 

  

                                                                                                                              31-08-2020  
 



Labour at National PHSDSBC raised concerns that the Directions may have the effect of varying 

conditions of service without consultation. The employer is to indicate, where it had implemented the 

relevant provisions and the chamber would determine which issues should be the subject of 

consultation. 

 

Health Promoters – CCGs 

Labour indicated that those CCGs that had been trained, had an expectation to be appointed as 

Health Promoters. The employer indicated that the challenges pertaining to these appointments had 

been escalated for a decision to be given at the next chamber meeting. 

 

Members will be kept informed of progress. 

 

 

GENERAL MANAGER 

 


